Do you work in a STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math) career field? **Mentor an Alaska Native or Native American high school student exploring their future career options in STEAM.**

- Share your experience with Alaska Native and Native American students on the benefits and realities of post-secondary training and entering a STEAM field.
- Mentor time commitment is a maximum of 20 hours over the course of the Spring 2023 semester.
- Meetings take place over Zoom and in-person with additional in-person meetings as an encouraged option.

**FIND OUT MORE**

bit.ly/SHI-STEAM-Mentor

Background check and pre-match interview required for all mentors.

Opening the Box: STEAM is a Sealaska Heritage education program.

To learn more about Opening the Box mentors, contact: elle.gray-smith@sealaska.com
To learn more about Opening the Box for high school students, contact: kathleen.galau@sealaska.com

www.sealaskaheritage.org